
Book It With BAM!

Bam Home Inspections
4556 Prospect Dr.
House Springs, MO 63051
(314)695-0101
www.baminspections.com

Why Bam??
Because our number one priority is always YOU! Buying a home is a huge decision and often very
stressful. We want to make sure to tackle all the details from the roof to the foundation to ensure our client
is equipped to make the best decision before closing. BAM Inspections prides itself on detailed easy to
read reports, communication with client and agent, and educating throughout the process.

One Call for it All..
That is correct… You call us and we do the rest. We have partnered with some of the top rated
professionals in the industry for all your home inspection needs. So anything we can’t do we have you
covered. Services include: Home Inspections, Sewer Lateral, Septic, Radon, and Termite.



Book It With BAM!

The Difference!
The agent is the work horse pulling all the strings and making things happen and it is our job to make that
a little less stressful. Bam Inspections will not only deliver amazing Home Inspections, but will be there
side by side ready to answer any questions and tackle all problems through the entire process.

Reports: Our reports are done simple and easy to understand, with color coordinated objections. This
makes it easy to identify minor and major defects.

Easy scheduling: Schedule online, text, email, and/or call. What you prefer we prefer.

Pre-Offer walkthrough: Bam you are covered! A pre-offer walkthrough is a quick walkthrough (no report)
with client/agent to identify major defects and estimated age of major components prior to contract
offer. A portion of the cost will be reimbursed upon hiring for a full detailed home inspection.

Referral program: All referrals receive $50 no matter if you are the agent, family, or friend. Referrals
must be reported while booking and are only good if full home inspection is booked.


